many people with strength when they are on the point of slackening. It would also remove some of the arrogance from one's own defiance, for how could one possibly be alone in seeing through death. I am not seeking allies, I am seeking other witnesses" (p. 244).
Canetti was able to say wild, impossible, unheard of things about death because he was able-a supreme freedom-to think thoughts others dared not imagine.
Prophets, poets, and those who catch and sing the sun in flight (6) speak to us in the only ways we can be reached at those times and in those spaces of our spirit when mind, heart, feelings and fears, broken dreams and dashed hopes are all intertwined. The prayers that say or scream themselves within us at these times are our voices, voices coming from the so much more there is to us than we will ever know. The wild geniuses respond to us in the only language these voices of our hearts, these voices of the whole of us really know-the language of words about unimaginable and unheard of things, words about what we are really seeking and cannot really fathom or comprehend.
Humanity is the place where the wild words and thoughts about life and death of those who catch and sing the sun in flight can be listened for and heard. The shadow of inhumanity falls across this place when the voices of those who sing of unheard of things are silenced by those who insist that there is only one right way to live and to die.
The Idea of Being Heard in the Night
The image of two little girls parting ways at a bridge in the forest dark, like the photographs of Henri Cartier-Bresson, captures something decisive and essential about human living and dying.
The bridge over the creek was just about midway between their homes, and the two young girls would cross it every time they visited one another, and that was often. It was at night EDITORIAL • Hum.anity: Idea, Im.age, Reality T his August, Henri Cartier-Bresson died. He has been called the greatest photographer of the 20th century. He sought to capture with his camera decisive moments, the moments expressing the ultimate significance of situations. He sought to seize in one single photograph the whole essence of life in the act of living (1, 2, 3) .
I want to reflect here in the short space of this editorial on images that for me capture some of the decisive ideas about humanity, ideas so often, but thankfully not always, separated from reality by the deepening shadows of human beings' indifference and selfishness. Whenever we succeed-and how easy that is-in hiding in these shadows and in escaping from the high demands of humanity on our hearts, minds, and hands, the volume of grief and its wailing increases in the world, and the gradient down which we tumble into hollow empty valleys becomes ever so much steeper. I present these few images and ideas about humanity as a background for this thematic issue of the Journal's set of papers on dignity at the end of life.
The Idea of Resistance to Death Elias Canetti, Nobel laureate for literature in 1981, projects the image of a man rising up in resistance to and in defiance of death. In his book The Human Province, he cites Etienne Pivert de Senancourt's statement: "Man is perishable. That may be; but let us die in resistance, and, if nothingness lies ahead, let us not act as if it were just" (4, 5) .
In his preface to The Human Province, Canetti makes the striking confession that, on the issue of the highest importance, the issue of death, he has found only adversaries among all thinkers (vi). He exclaims: "How little genuine hatred of death there is in the literature handed down to us" (p. 244). The bits and pieces across literature that do speak about the defiance of death have to be found, gathered, and concentrated. Why? Because "a Bible against death could supply • though, that the bridge came to take on a special meaning. The girls' homes, you see, were separated by about a kilometre or so of forest, and it was very dark and lonely, and with the strange noises it was quite scary at night. So when it came time for one of the girls to head home, the other would walk with her up to the bridge. Then each would have to cover that half kilometre or so alone; the one girl turning to her home, the other moving onwards towards her home up on the hill. They agreed that if either of them sensed anything threatening, she would cry out in the dark and the other would come running to help and protect. So it was that two little girls learned what it meant to move on alone when they had to part ways at the bridge in the forest dark.
Two little girls parting at the bridge, each fearing for herself and for the other in the loneliness and the dread of the night. If the worst they can imagine occurs, they agree to cry out to one another, and to anyone who can hear.
Humanity is the place where someone will hear and respond to others' cries in their nights of despair and of aloneness in their interstellar cold. The shadows of inhumanity fall across this place when not one can find either the time or the patience or the faintest desire to listen for and respond to such cries. So it was one day, when the shadows of inhumanity fell across a hospital bed when a young man dying of AIDS pleaded in his abandonment for instant death. His mother and sister had rejected him because he was gay. A hospital manager wanted the young man discharged because beds for the living were in urgent demand. And the young man's partner would hear nothing of this dying young man coming back to the apartment they had shared. The young man was about to cross that bridge into the deep night all alone, but a woman doctor passed by and became his mother, his sister, and his totally unexpected' friend. She dispersed the shadows of inhumanity that were closing in around him.
The Idea of Entering Into Another's Suffering
Each person's suffering is utterly unique and cannot be compressed into any general category.
For a particular image of this general statement look at her, now an older woman rapidly losing her long battle with leukemia, as she walks slowly through all the rooms of her home and then out into her garden. She has to leave shortly for the hospital where she knows she will soon die. So she lingers over the goodbyeforever to her garden. Alive it is that garden, peopled with the hundreds of days spent there with loved ones and friends. It is almost as though each rock and flower bed, each tree, bench, and carefully selected stone vase are now silent gatherings of all those wonderful days and events and loved ones of so many springs, summers, and autumns. How can she not be crushed when she cries over these stones, set down so many years ago by her hands and the hands of others now gone. Taking final leave of that garden is taking leave of all she has lived and loved there. Her biography, punctuated by the meows of her cat, is in her garden, and now she must take leave of all she has been there.
Humanity is the place where you will find someone who will enter into your suffering and will never leave you there alone. This is what the nurse did in the garden that afternoon with the old woman. The nurse held her, let the old woman's inconsolable grief enter into her own soul, and sobbed with her. A shadow of inhumanity-the inhumanity of thoughtless, pious, and cheap words people use to distance themselves from another's grief and suffering-eould have fallen across that bench, the nurse, and the old woman in the garden that afternoon. But that shadow did not so fall. The light of the nurse was just too strong.
